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TRUSTEES CHOOSE
STEVENS HALL AS
NAME OF BUILDING

HAS 30 YRS. SERVICE
V—

Seven
SKULLS TAP 9 JUNIORS
SOCIETY COMPARED Masque &dos
And Names'Twelve New
WITH BEES IN HIVE Members Between Acts AS PLEDGES IN SOCIETY
AFTER ANNUAL CHAPEL
BY PRES. JOHNSON
Winners of Scholarships Are
Announced at Honor
Day Chapel

Order Receiving of Bids for
Construction of New
Wings for A. S.

Between the acts tit the Masque play on
Thursday night, the following pledges to
the Masque were announced by the pt.,
Honorary
-hem. John Barry :
a,
Harold J. Barrett. George SI.
Wesley N. Wasgatt. %Vilbte.
and .
Arlene Merrill. Katheri.
John Willey.
Twelve associate members were named
as follows: Virginia Young. Melba Gifford. James McLean, Darrell Brown.
Elizabeth Lynch. Richard Wooster. Carl
Bottume. Ellston Ingalls. Helen Gilman.
John Farnsworth, Charlotte LaChance.
and Kenneth Foster.

New Skulls Are All Men
Outstanding in
Reviews l-ler Battalion
Athletics
Colonel Scott

Scholarship Day was observed with a
Via-) tap trees to get the sap, but tapspecial Chapel Monday at which Presiping to get the non-sap was the work of
dent Johnson of Colby College was the
the present Senior Skulls after Junior
speaker.
Chapel last Friday when they tapped nine
President Johnson pictured the contrast
juniors for membership in their organizabetween a society functioning by instinct.
tion. Eager to know who the new Skulls
typified by the bee, and a society functionwere to be, a large crowd gathered around
ing by intelligence, typified by. human bethe entrance to Aluttttti Hall immediately
ings. He described the life of bees, telling
after the close of the chapel program.
how each played his part efficiently, and
The new members of the Senior Skulls
then spoke of our society with its over
are:
production. depression, and internationa:
our,.e Romansky, who has distintroubles. He commented on the unpleasguished himself scholastically as well as
ant comparison this produced.
athletically. "Mutt" is a star backfield
This, then, is the function of education
man on the football team and a regular
DR. CARowiR CoLetst
and the challenge to the universities of Calderwood Is Chosen Senior
pitcher on the varsity nine. Ile was a
today, concluded President Johnson: to
member of the Class of '33 Freshman
.'ereafter.
in Recent Vote
Marshal
use our intelligence to develop the art of
team. Last year he wore the
the
basketball
house
will
built,
if
wings,
The two
Parts
Class
For
in
living
together
harmony.
Sophomore Owl, and he is a
a
as
psychology.
"spot"
:epartments of economics,
member of Der Deutscher Verrill, Phi
Spanish
of
The
and
prizes
department
following
scholarships
education.
of
hi Rd
Voters at the riertmns on Tuesday deSigma, the Mid-Winter Ball Committee.
department.
were awarded following the address:
nil Italian. and the music
cided that Swett Hallgren. Don Favor.
the
and was chairman of the Junior Prom
in
The five Trustee scholarships were and Kenneth Black should head the Athl'his will relieve the congestion
Committee.
practically
honorelected
allow
SCOTT,
will
ELLEN
the
and
A.
'33,
Arthur
Brown.
to
awarded
MARY
resent building
letic Association next year. At the same
the exFreeman George Webb took Maine's
scholarship at large; Clark L. Abbott,'33. time the seniors voted on men and women ary lieutenant-coloned last fall, who re.11 of the work of the college with
Service
Years
Thirty
Ends
last (mly points in the New Englands last year
be housed
battalion
to
R.O.T.C.
sciences
local
the
pure
of
Arts
and
Sciences;
viewed
the
College
for
the
of
results
of
eption
The
,
for the senior class parts.
and is the state champion in the pole vault.
In History Department;
Charles 1). Brown, '33, for the College of the elections, with the exception of the bal- Saturday monting.
under one roof.
He is treasurer of the Track Club.
Technology; Mildred C. Brawn, '33, for lot for managers and assistant managers
Was Dean of Women
Herbert \Vebster Lewis has made himthe School of Education; and Clifton N. which has not been announced yet, are
self famous on the football and baseball
The retirement of Miss Caroline Colvin, Walker, '33, for the College of Agricul- as follows:
teams for the past three years, anti has
head of the department of history and ture.
Senior Class Parts: Senior Marshal.
just finished a term in the. Student .CC_ awarded
'33,
was
B.
Stevens,
Laurice
Moore;
John
Historian,
Maine,
of
Calderwood
University
Sam
government at the
ate. lie was treasurer of the Sophomore
the William Emery Parker Scholarship; Orator, John Barry; Valedictorian. Malwas announced Friday by President H.
Owls.
Littlefield
Malcolm G. Long. '32, Hollis
colm Long: Curator, Walter Riley:
Swen Eugene Hallgren captained the
Wood- S. Boardman.
'34.
Guts
F.
Bradbury.
Kent
'33,
of
and
Blaze
Leland,
Prestmers
Dickson;
Morning
John
Lady
Chaplain.
Elected to Neai Mather- Freshman basketball team and was elected
Colvin has been a familiar and the three Hovey Memorial Scholarships;
Freshmen
Miss
Shean
of
Gifts. Sylvia Hickson and Robert
shed, Garage, and Much
vice-president of the class in his Freshtai Are Also Announced. Eight
influential figure in the life of the Uni- Ruth Isabell Callaghan, '33, and Martha
Prophets, Helen Stearns and Wheeler
retireher
House. Second Fire of Day
and
years
Speakers on Program
thirty
man year. lie is the so-called "greasefor
versity
I. Tuomi, '34, the Woman's Student Gov- Merriam; Poet. Clarine Coffin; Junior
spot" that stops those hard grounders
front active teaching will deprive ernment Scholarships; Olive Louise
out ment
Marshal, 1)on Favor.
A tire of unknown origin broke
At the sixth animal banquet of the soph- between seem(' and third and has a repufuture students of her instruction and in- \Thiting. '33, the Phi Mu Scholarship;
Swen
home
the
president.
Athletic ASS°.lation:
early last Monday morning in
fluence for good.
omore and freshman women, held in Bal- tation for "getting his man." Ile is
John Bradley Cotter. '33. the Pittsburgh
vice-president, I kin Favor;
John Ashworth at 88 North
of Professitr.
of Indiana and -Alumni Scholarship: Robert Lincoln Clif- Hallgren:
native
a
is
Colvin
Dr.
Wednesday evening the names president of the Athletic Association and
senior class representative, John Wilson; entitle Hall
Main Street, causing approximately $3000
Club.
(Continued on Page Three)
pledges were announced by is a member of the Forestry
ford. '33. the Stanley Plummer ScholarEagle
the
of
cheersecretary. Kenneth Black: senior
damage.
John Ekes Wilson, president of the
Sophomore
the
of
Elizabeth Allen. '34. the
president
and
Fern
ship;
Dyer,
Alice
leader, John McCarthy.
Student Senate, won four sets of numerals
The tire started between the woods!n
Elizabeth Abbott Balentine Scholarship.
Eagles. The newly elected Eagles.
and has been a mem..ljoining the lupuse and the garage, al
character. dependability, activ- in his Freshman year
The number one New York Alumni
for
chosen
ber of the football and baseball teams ever
*read to the garage and house. V
are:
leadership,
and
--;cholarship was divided between Eva
ities, scholarship.
since. He was chaplain of the Junior
Aim, pitted the garage. woodshed. 1...
Myrtle Bisbee. '34. and Max Rapaport.
Jane ('hase, Agnes Crowley, Ruth Hard,
part
and
fltsor.
year and is a member of Tau
second
the
•Ii.s tins 'in
.35. Hollis 1.. Leland '33 was awarded
Johnson, Frames Johnson. Class this
Phyllis
ing.
Pi. He served in the business deBeta
destrayed the dining room. Tv., Shirley Young Elected Vice-Presi- the number two New York Alumni Sch..
Ella
MacClellan,
Ruth Libby, A
of the l'rism Board this year,
iv lit rooms were damaged by water. Ti.
lisen. Jean Walker. partment
larship; Wayne S. Rich, '34. the Walter Joanna Colcord, Social Worker, Rowe. Alit-e S.
dent and Frances Johnson
Ashworth.
is a member of the Intratttttral Athletic
Bruce
by
e.as disctivered
Secretary in Elections
Balentine Prize in Biological Chemistry.
%Vilhelm.
Betty
and
and Carl Dennett, Business
Association, and was a Sophomore Owl.
of the professor, in time to take one
and Arthur Brooks Otis, '35, the Class of
Executive, Are Banquet
At the same time, the ten highest rankSamuel Henry Calderwood, master poli,f the cars from the burning garage.
tthletic
The results of the \V.unto- .
1905 Scholarship.
Speakers
ing freshman girls were pledged to Neai tician, has been president of the Class of
The members of the family were sleep- Association elections for the coming year
The Phi Sigma Scholarship was awardMathertai by Shirley Young, present '33 ever since he arrived lucre. Ile is a
at the time and were aroused by are:
ed to Abrahant E. Rosen, '34: Eva M.
Carl P. Drumm a member of the Uni- Eagle and president of Neai Mathertai. Ng man in the line of the football team,
was
!truce. The Orono tire department
President. Marjorie Moulton; Vice- Bisbee. '34, was awarded the Chi Omega versity Law School in 1902, and Joanna The pledges are: Margaret Avery, Edith was a Sophomore Owl, and his scholastic
mmediately called and respinded in time president. Shirley Young; Secretary,'Sociology Scholarship; Abraham Rosen. C. Colcord. a graduate of the University Stevens, Ruth Harding, Emily Pickering,
record is evidenced by his membership in
•” get the tire under control before it Frances Johnson; senior representative, '34. the Sigma Mu Sigma award; Carl H. in the class of 1906. will be speakers at Colleen Maclkmald, 1)oris I.awrence,
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychology
Prize
Griffin
I..
ould cause greater damage.
Elizabeth
Henry
in
the
'35.
hockey.
held
Bottume.
be
to
manager
Jane Barry:
the annual alumni banquet,
Florence Kaminsky, Ruth Libby, Lee society.
the
'32.
Weltthe
Giddings.
in English; Kathryn S.
There had been a smaller tire in
Davis; manager basketball. Phyllis
Alumni Hall Saturday. June II. the eve- Blackington. and llope Whitman.
Harry Edward Booth, ten second man
Aternoon in the woodshed. and a careful her; manager volley ball. Eleanor West ; Greek Culture Prize; Linwood J. Bowen. ning of Alumni Day. according to anAlice Dyer. acting as toastmistress, in(Continued on Page Three)
Deering
man;
Prize;
Music
out\luny
Psi
further
presiKappa
the
Deering.
Josephine
'32,
a
•stitch was being kept for
manager baseball.
nouncement of Arthur I..
troduced the speakers. The speakers and
'Teak, hut the fire starting between the ager track. Miriam Hannaburgh; mana- High School, the Freshman Scholarship dent of the General Alumni Association, their topics were: "Freshmen," Ruth
2arage and the shed came as a surprise.
ger archery. Elizabeth llilliker; manager Cup: Margaret E. Avery, the Spanish
Carl P. !semen, prominent business Harding; "Recorded Eyrie." Margaret
tennis. El. use Young ; assistant manager Club Prize.
executive of Boston. and a native (if Ban- Churchill; "Every Age." Miss Edith WilInThe three Trustee Graduate Fellow- gor has been engaged in many business
basketball, Helen \Villiams, Allegra
son; "Starry Glances," Eugenie Austin:
gerson ; assistant managers hockey. Doro- ships were awarded to the following: enterprises. He is also vice-president "Hours Lived," Margaret Burrill ; "Much
English;
manain
'30,
Getchell,
•
Charles M.
, Drusilla Roderick;
thy Moynihan.
Plans being laid for the week-end ot
and director of the Boston Chamber of Effort." Marion Dickson; "Eagle SecurThomas II. Baldwin, '32, in economics; Commerce. In 1910 he went with the
ger winter isms, Phyllis Johnson.
ity." l*an Elizabeth Foster; "Neai Commencement are many anti varied, and
John H. Mowat. '32. in Chemistry. Griffin Wheel Company of Boston. reinclude a series of events that should prove
Class leaders for next year are: Sen- and
Mathertai," Shirley Young.
Two Trustee Graduate Scholarships organized the company, and became viceAs was predicted, Junior Prom, held in ior, "Betty" Barrows; Junior, Dorothy
of nmch interest to seniors and underMrs.
were:
the
banquet
at
guests
The
Mumni gymnasium last Friday evening. Moynihan; Sophomore. Edna Ross; ath- were also awarded to Miss Margaret president in charge of finances. In 1914
after
Walenta, Mrs. Sullivan, Mrs. Merrill, classmen who stay ott the campus
voted to be a most laudable affair. About letic leader for Freshmen. Marian Dick- Fowles. '32, in history. and Oscar M. he tunic over the active management of the
final exams.
LengMiss
Helen
Stiles,
Miss
Celestia
Thompson. '32. in Chemical Engineering. company and has been engaged in that
]si) couples attended and the decimations son.
Class Day exercises will take place on
yel, and Miss Marion Rogers.
i pink and gray crepe paper, arranged in
Friday. June 10. Saturday, June II, will
capacity ever since.
,tich a way that not a portion of wall or
witness the return of many alumni to the
During the world war Mr. Desmett was
riling was discernible, were a source of
University on what has clan(' to be known
Deputy Commissioner to Switzerland for
Amiratiiin to a gointl many present.
as Alumni Day. Sunday, June 12, the
".e American Red Cross, Flaying charge
Baccalaureate services will be held in the
President and Mrs. H. S. Boardman.
.American Prisoners of War in German
oval, north of Coburn Hall. CommenceMr. and Mrs. F. S. Youngs, Dean and •
prison camps. From his experiences durMore women are needed to represent
Mrs. 0. S. Lutes, and Samuel Calderhe later compiled a book enti- Maine at Camp Maqua. Those who are ment this year is to be held on Monday,
Manic tennis team met defeat in this time
The
Colby
overcame
June 13. also in the oval, weather permitreceivnetmen
the
Aoosj. class president, formed
of the Great War."
The 'Maitte
interested should see "Stubby" Burrill, at ting. In case of rain, the services on
Bates last Saturday, tled. "Prisoners
lig line, and Prof. Harry D. Watson. Monday afternoon by a 5-4 margin in an encounter with
Colcord, who will repC.
Joanna
Miss
Balentine. or Edith Wilson, at the M.C.A.
by the score of 6-3. The Maine
Prof. Maynard F. Jordan. and Mr. and Maine's seem(' match of the season. It losing
University alumnae at the Some who are planning to go this summer Sunday will be held in the chapel, and the
good showing in spite of the resent the
a
made
men
individual
the
of
Music
four
Mrs. E. H. Kelley chaperoned.
svas a close affair,
Banquet, is internationally known are: Blanche Henry. "Stubby" Burrill, commencement exercises will be held in
had had but little practice. Alumni
for the evening was furnished by Perky matches ending in three sets. Colby fact that they
worker. She is now head of Etline Worcester, and Charlotte Quimby. the Indoor Field.
social
a
matches were played, six singles, as
Further plans for the week-end of ComReynold's orchestra. The committee in started with a rush, winning the first three Nine
Organization Department of
Charity
the
To those who have been to Magna,come mencement will appear in the Compost dur,harge was composed of Monroe Roman- singles. Pressey then stopped his man and three doubles. The summary:
the Russell Sage Foundation in New York
Jacobs t Bates) defeated Mayers (M), City. Her life has been an active one. memories of hikes, of lively discussion ing the next few weeks.
sky. chairman. Margaret L. Davis, Bryce while Maine finished with wins in the rest
groups, of camp fires at sunset, and of
three
the
of
6-1,
6-3.
Alfred
out
and
H. Jose, Charles E. Bunker,
of the singles. Two
Born on the high seas. Miss Colcord rewholesome friendships. All of these, and
victory.
Antine ( B) defeated Ashworth (M), ceived most of her education while traveldoubles for Maine gave her the
more, are found at Camp Maqua.
Univerthe
at
years
6-0,
6-1.
four
ling. She spent
The summary:
This camp, which is located on a lake
), Pressey M t defeated Lightinan (B), sity as a chemistry major, graduating in
Smith (CI defeated .kshworth (M
Poland. Maine, is held every year for
at
she
college
at
While
honors.
with
1906
6-4, 6-4.
k-4, 1-(i. 6-0.
The annual University of Maine Prize
women. Leaders come from all
college
Soi
,
1
Omicron
Bradbury tM defeated Carter (B). was a member of Alpha
Taylor (C) defeated Robbins ( M).
country to discuss questions in Speaking Contests of 1932 for secondary
rority. Phi Kappa Phi, and Phi Beta Kap- over the
8-6, 6-2.
6-1.6-1.
which the college students are interested. schools will he held on Friday of this
Greenleaf (B), Pa.
The Maine debating team lost a 2 to 1
(M), Frost (M) defeated
there are many week. The competition is separated into
Perrier (C) defeated Bradbury
The annual banquet at which Mr. Den Besides these discussions,
.!etision to Middlebury College on Toes6-4. 8-6.
interest groups, which include art, poetry, four divisions, declamation, extemporanebe
will
speak
will
6-2,
),
Colette('
M
(
Miss
Pendell
lay evening in Chapel. A. II. Boothby 6-3. 1-6, 6-3.
nettand
defeated
Wood (B)
handcraft, music, books, and many other ous speaking, humorous reading, and seriPressey ( M) defeated Iliegle (C), 6-1, 6-3.
and Max Rapaport were upholding the afthe culmination of a day-long program.
are also an important ous reading. Prizes of 810 and $3 for first
' rmatise for Maine of the question: Re- 3-6. (,-1.
(B) defeated Pm- when alumni from all over the United interests. Sports
Antine
and
Jacobs
of camp life.
part
defeated Tyson (C), 6-1,
and second places respectively are offend
Mt
Mater
(
Alma
Frost
their
to
legisreturn
will
enact
States
-.dyed ; that Congress should
sey and Mayers (M). 6-0. 6-4.
This year camp will be held from June in each division. The preliminary cooWood (B) defeated Ash- for a day of renewing old acquaintances.
'ation providing for the centralized con- 2-6, 6-4.
and
Greenleaf
Morrison M ) defeated McCracken worth and Frost (11). 6-3. 7-5.
)fol of industry. The negative team from
taking part in a varied program of events. 18 to June 25. The registration fee is tests will be held at 2.30 P.M. Friday
6-4.
6-4.
(C).
Brink
more the scenes of their $8.00, and should be sent not later than afternoon in the following places: DeclaMiddlebury consisted of Frederick
Lightman and Carter (B) defeated and visiting once
Currier and Taylor (C) defeated AshJune first. to Conference Department, 600 mation—VS Arts & Sciences; Extempodays.
college
and Reamer Kleine. The judges were:
6-4.
6-3,
),
(M
Robbins and Bradbury
6-3. 8-6.
Lexington Ave., New York City. New raneous Speaking-300 Arts & Sciences:
Mr. Albert Averill, Old Town; Mr. Her- worth and Robbins ( M ).
Bradbury and Frost t M t defeated
t.rt Prescott. Bangor; Mr. Charles
Harry Helfand,'35. Milford, Mass . has York. Room and board is $17.50. A few Humorous Reading-363 Arts & SciencJones is visiting
I).
Maurice
Professor
(C). 6-4, 8-6.
member of Tau girls will be given the chance to wait on es; Serious Reading--205 Arts & SciencSmith. Principal of Orono High School. Smith and Tyson
week in Somerset, Ox- recently become a pledge
Morrison ( M ) defeated high schools this
and
Pressey
tables. Their expenses will be only $17.50. es.
the
was
Fraternity,
This
Epsilon Phi
lames Moreland presided.
ford, and Cumberland Counties.
Diegle and Silvia* (C), 6-3, 6-4.
:ast debate of the season for Maine.

President H. S. Boardman. of the Uni.(r,ity of Maine. announced today the
of the
.;.proval of the Board of Trustees
sterior plans for the two proposed wings
the Arts and Sciences building and
;hanging of the name front Arts and
s,•iences to Stevens Hall in honor of Dean
after
S. Stevens who recently resigned
for
college
Arts
the
of
head
as
ing
'en
twenty-seven years.
The Board also ordered the receiving
the prof bids for the con4ruction of
stings and if the bids come within
the
:le financial ability of the University
work of conlii still be let and the actual
-.ruction will start as soon as possible

HALLGREN ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF A.A.

DR. COLVIN RESIGNS
HER PROFESSORSHIP

$3000 Fire at Home
Of Prof. Ashworth

Eleven Soph Eagles
Pledged at Banquet

MARJ MOULTON HEADS
W.A.A. FOR NEXT YEAR

TWO PROMINENT GRADS
TO SPEAK ALUMNI DAY

Commencement To Be Held
June 13, Class Day June 10

Many Couples Dance Light
Fantastic at Junior Prom

Maine Racqueteers Win Over Colby
But Lose to Bates in Opening Meets

Middlebury Debaters
Win Over Maine Team

Co-ed Representatives
Are Needed for Maqua

Speaking Contest for
Secondary Schools Fri.
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CONGRATULATIONS
The babe of journalism at the Univer,ity of Maine, The Maine Review, appeared on the campus simultaneously with
his older brother, The Prism, last week.
Both books deserve praise. Worthy of
the support of the entire University because it fills a place formerly unfortunately vacant, the Review is a well balanced, well arranged, and well written
organ of expression. Financial conditions,
unfortunately, made it impossible for the
newcomer to include art work of any kind
in its first issue but we hope to see some
drawings or wood cuts done by students
in future issues.
The Prism has blossomed forth with
several new features. Colored pictures ot
campus scenes are a good innovation, but
the staff of the annual brought their book
up to date by abolishing the high-schoolish personal write-ups used in former issues of the book. While these write-ups
may have been a solace to softie, they told
the truth only when they could praise the
individual, and they rarely said anything
original. The list of activities used this
year tells the story more completely than
a flowery paragraph written by a friend.
So the Campus congratulates the staffs
of both the new journals upon excelling
their predecessors and hopes that coming
issues will he even better than the present.
ABOUT THIS TRACK CLUB
I• the Track Club doonwd to oblivion
now alter nearly fifteen years of active
sets ice to the students and the UniversiUnless more interest is shown in it

CORRESPONDENCE
IThe correspondence columns of The Campus
ate open to the public on pertinent subjects.
and letters are welcomed. All letters should
be signed with the author's real name, but a
pen name will be used in publication of the
letter if desired. The ideas stated in these
tolumns are not necessarily those of The Cam•nd should not be so considered The ,di.
tor re.erves the right to withhold any letter
or a part of soy letter.)

1,, the 1chtor of the & ampliz
hiar Sir :
"We are all in our places with sunshiny
faces.- oh yeah! "We're here because
we're here- at the Armory. We are noticing, as we pass by, what a lovely green
lawn there is this spring between the
Alumni building and bird Hall. We are
sirs much interested an all the attractive
%%with their little red rags, and
al,
" tIit pei.t. with their florets indicating
what shall be the children's playground.
or tenni• hall has gone over title of
these little limes. and "they- have even
roped off the tennis ti'urt•. we must take
"tra,k" a while.
Vt e also notice It,
careful our fond
i.atron• are that We dio not park in the
Ulas C.
!lase commissioned
the cop to patrol any inviting parking
areas. while "up north" various thefts go
on which ins-lisle even spare tires. (One
does not ha% e to hunt very hard to find
lia-hahs" sill the American police. While
they are limiting for petty troubles. real
ones are going on right behind their
liaiks.) Of course. my dear readers. 1
don't wish you to breathe a word of these
thefts at the University as it is not considered etiquette these days to expose
crime. Authorities are being very inactive
concerning it and we must follow their
example by not allowing ourselves to become disturbed over mere trifles like
thefts.
"Lizzie"
NOTICE
Stuiltnts and l'iliversny 4 Of %lute faculty inember• and their wives and friends
who art' interested in hearing the address.
"The I.ngineering Outlook," which President Karl T. Compton of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, is to give at the
dinner-meeting of the Maine Association
of Engineers at ((JO P.M. at the Bangor
House. Bangor, on May 21. may do so by
immediately making dinner reservations
with Dean Paul Cloke, 1Vingate Hall
Dinner %s ill be $1.50 per person.

at the meeting to be held at Phi Gamma
Delta 1Vednesday night, it is.
With stimulation of interest in track as
its major purpose. the Track Club was
organized here about fifteen years ago. It
was in the belief that many of the greatest
possibilities in track men do not know
their ability and thus never become the
athletes they might, that the club was
started. It intended to keep track activities in the foreground, so that those who
came to college not knowing that they
had the ability to develop into good track
men would go out for the sport. The success of the dub in this field has been
marked in the past five or six years when
Maine has turned out several national
champions.
Another service of the Track Club is
the Track Club Scholarship. The club
holds a cabaret each year the proceeds of
which are used for a scholarship. This
money has helped several men to stay in
college who would otherwise have had to
leave.
We are awaiting the outcome of next
week's meeting to see whether or not the
students still think the Track Club can be
of assistance to them and to the University.

BATES
abrhoae
2 0 1 0 1 0
Murphy, If
urausky, If
1
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0
Firemen,.11
rf
Dean.
3 0 0 3 0 0
3 0 0 3 0 1
Merrill, cf
3 0 111 0 1
Berry, lb
4 0 2 0 2 0
Flynn, ss
4 0 0 1 3 1
Swett, 2b
2 0 0 1 0 0
Brown, c
2 1 0 0 0 1
p 2b
nowski,
ugibee.
JBak
1 0 0 0 3 0
2 0 0 0 2 0
Lavalle, p
1 1 0 4 1 0
c
1 0 0 0 0 0
Merrill. x
31 2 4 24 12 6
Totals
x—Batted for Jakinowski in 9th.
MAINE
ab r h o a e
50 1 1 O 0
Kiszonak, If
40 20 5 0
Hallgrem ss
5 1 39 O 0
lb
Smith.
5 1 2 1 40
McCabe, 3b
4 1 1 1 0
11.1inc 4s, cf
1 0 O 2 00
r`
30 2 I O 0
4 1 3 10 00
Abbott, c
30 22 1 1
Lewis, 21,
30 O 0 1 0
Spurting, p
37 4 16 27 11 1
Totals
Score by innings:
0 I 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-4
Maine
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0-2
Bates
Two base hits—Smith 2. Runs batted
Stolen bases-- Abbott.
in--Maine 3.
Brown. Bean. Sacritices--Spurling and
Hallgren. Double plays—Swett to Berry.
Left on bases—Maine 13; Bates 6. Base
on balls—off Spurling 4, off Bugbee 1.
Struck out—by Spurling 10, by Bttgbee1,
Lavalle 2. Hits—off Bugbee, 10 in 3 inflings; off Spurling, 4 in 9 innings, off Lavane, 6 in 5 innings. Winning pitcher—
Spurling. Losing pitcher—Bugbee. Vanpires—J. Libby and K. Neptune. Time
—2 hours.

The open Tennis Tournament for the
Curti, Cup has advanced to the fourth
round. Of the 68 entrants, the following
are now in the lead: Pressy, Lampropuulos, Pendell, Marsh, Wadleigh, and
Ilradbury.
The semi-finals and the finals should be
reached next week, when the outstanding
net-men 'in the campus will be seen in
action. The recent victory over Colby
and the great fight against the veteran
1Bates team has revealed unexpected tennis strength here.
Coach Small announces tnat tournanlu.
players will have the right of way on a
University courts, and should play omatches at once. Those men who fail
play off matches now, or who lose by di.
fault, will be taken off the P. T. excel•I
list.
A second tournament will be held soon
for those players who failed to qualii%
for the varsity tennis squad. The draw
will be made by Saturday, May 14, and
will lead to the selection of the J. V.
Team. 1Vassookeag is to be the first opportent.
Members of the Tennis Club are warned
that failure to pay dues to Secretary I.,
O. Mayers (Lambda Chi House) will result in removal from membership and
from the tennis list.
The last chapel exercises of the semester were held in Alumni Chapel last Monday morning. Due to the illness of Neil
Calderwood, he and Pat bane, popular
xylophone player on the campus, will be
unable to play at the assembly that was
scheduled for next Monday.
The spring outing and hot dog roast of
the College 441 Club will be held at the
I.edges in back of the Sigma Phi Sigma
house on Tuesday evening, May 17. Members are urged to meet in front of Winslow Hall at 5 P.M. and to bring a dipper.

The Maine Snoopus
Let's go native—it's being dune as you no doubt have
observed, by the best of 'em. Running around minus
this and minus that—naked legs of all shapes anil
sizes, big, little, and calves that only a cow could
love! I.obster-colored noses and blistered back,—
and friendly backslappers!! Something's got to he
done about that shameless back-to-nature cult on Bal.
entine roof or the surveyors won't be making the
grade....Just as we were getting used to these baldybristly haircuts along comes Stan Protas with that thing! Did you ever see
anything like it? Phi Kap special-15* this week only—very advanced summer mode!....Speed Sherman and his harem may be seen out sunning them-.elves any fair afternoon on the front steps of the Maples. Aren't they
beauties, wot? ‘Ve don't see why he doesn't take up permanent abode there.
....Mel Means the Great has parked his pin—who'd a thunk it of that one?
Dot Blair has
Even the hard-boiledest come to it. My G-a-w -d, Effie'
escaped to Middlebury with sixteen dresses, eleven hats, nine pairs of shoes,
etc., etc., etc., belonging to various co-eds from various dorms. She's going
Cushing, Moulto sweep those Green Mountain men right off their feet'
ton and Burrill, three courageous souls broke the ice in the Stillwater last
and speaking of "an ounce of
Tues. and went in bathing in their mid
and tucked
clothing," these gals just squeezed the water out of said mid
We wonder if the
it into their tin dippers and twang it home like that"
Kappa Sigma chef ever wonders where all those doughnuts go%) Coupla
sissies, Merriam and Gavin—they stood up a pair of co-edit who invited theni
A hard-working feller is Bub
over to the dorm to dinner—didn't dare go'
Zot ; he spends all his spare time hauling away the Phi Kap dump on his
truck—and it keeps him pretty busy too, with all those bottles 'n' things'
'Tis said that Mac MacGregor is about to hang Shean's pin—that's a new
one around here but a good idea at that—if she loses it you know—....
Gracious me, looks like Lt. Col. Scott has a nawful affect on Lt. Alley. Did
And while we were all worryyou see him drop his sord last Saturday
ing about the outcome of the Colby game wotid the Thetta Tshi's do but give
a tea in the cellar. Henry McCusker poured, and it was held in the coal
bin....Gosh all hemlock these forest fires! Why only last Sunday the sikoligy department was the cause of one. One prof dropped a match while taking off his hat. Field caught the blaze, and there was a brush fire....That
little boy with the big Buick who is known as Shenji Resnick seems to be
immune from sneezing for he goes to Orono every night to get pepper....
Well, don't get pinched while smiling at motorists headed for Lewiston this
week-end. Bumming is against the law, you know.

A picnic by the combined M.C.A. Cabinets was held at Piney Knoll Monday
evening. A discussion, under the leadership of Clarine Coffin, concerning missionary work took place.
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HIGGINS TEAM DEFEATS
FRESHMAN NINE, 10-6.
Although superior to their opponents ni
hitting, Coach Kenyon's charges were i.ut
done by the Higgins baseball team. 10-o.
in a game played here on Wednesday. The
%1.itors featured in the second, when, with
bases full. Brown hit a home run. Higgins scored nine reins in this in g.
Itob lliggins started on thy motmd for
the Frosh with Walton behind the plate.
In the second inning, Walker. McCann.
and finally. lloyt. who pitched the remainder (if the game in good form, were
placed in the box.
Mat- Bride and Walton featured for the
yearlings with a two anti three base hit.
respectively.
The freshman baseball team will play
the I lebron flint'here on Tuesday, May 17.

Lewis S

.1(1
Out Town

Why are
other cigarettes
silent on this
vital question?

Several people about the campus have
expressed a desire of having a male glee
club at Maine. If all those are interested
will let it beknown now, it will be very
easy to get things started next fall. If
everyone interested will give his name
to tine of the fiillowing people it will be
appreciated.
Charles Buck at 404 II.H.II.; K. G.
%tiles at the Phi Mu Delta House; V. L.
llodgkin at the Greenhouse: N. K. Smith
at 107 Oak Hall ; Kenrick Sparrow at 34
Pine St ; Anw Menton at 100 Mill St.

1

\t)!

FREE
O you inhale? Seven out of ten
people know they do. The other
three inhale without realizing it. Every
smoker breathes in some part of the
smoke he or she draws out ofa cigarette.

D

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has
dared to raise this vital question . ..
because certain impurities concealed in
even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies' famous punlying process. Luckies created that
process. Only Luckies have it!
Do you inhale? Remember—more
than 20.000 physicians,after Luckies had
been furnished them for tests, basing
their opinions on their smoking experience,
stated that Luckies are less irritating
to the throat than other cigarettes.
Do you inhale? Ofcourse you do! So
be careful. Safeguard your delicate
membranes!

Mr. J. C. Twinem, accompanied by
Carlton F. 11'iswell, I.awrence F. Decker. and Kenneth S. Cleaves, spent the
weekend uI May 6-8 on a joint field trip
to Bar Harbor with
students from Colby College, under the direction of Dr. E.
II Perkins. The time was spent in studying the geology of the area.

r,

Henrietta Tomson, a member of
the National Student Council of
1 . ss ill lie'iii ampu. friim Saturday until Wednesday. She will be a speaker at
the
C .1 re-treat at orrington Satur(hie

NOTICE
There will be another order of
senior canes sent this week. Anyone wishing to order one, get in
touch with Lovell Chase, Kappa
Sigma House.

0,

Dean Paul Cloke of the College of
Technology, is to give the Commencement
address at Dennysville High School on
Thursday, June 2. The address is entitled
"Engineering as a Profession."

The trustees of the University are to
be congratulated on their choice of
-Stevens Hall" as a name for the new
Arts & Sciences Building. What could
be more appropriate than to name a building after the man who made what that
building houses an institution of permanence and vialue!

The fall inert tug of the Ness England
Section of the Society for the Promotion
of Engineering Education will be held at
the Unisersity of Maine on Saturday.
October A.
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Bowdoin
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To Take Bates Game
Today Will Give Team
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Frosh Tracksters
Trim Combination

1
0

•:t

2 ;on

t

faking his first start oil the mound 1.,r
Maine. Fern Bagley held It.wyclipin to four
Besides pitching masterful hall. George
scattered hits at Brunswick yesterday as
Foster. Colby freshman, singled in the
the Bricemen mitsI 1112 1(1 hits to defeat
sixth inning with a man on second bast
the polar bears 12-2. !Bondy If
hit
to send h..me the winning run as Coll,
a hi.me run in the eighth innihig.
defeated Maine 3-2 at Alumni field .w
MAINE
Saturday aftermxm. The victory gave th.
r h fi a
Kiszonak, If
Ciilby
les undisputed plossesshin of first
4 1
Hallgren, s
4 1
place in the state series championship and
Smith, lb
5 2 .131 14:
:
4.13
(21 0
sent the Bricemen into second place. RaThe freshman track team again showed j McCabe, 3b
5
mansky pitched a steady game for the pale its superiority on May 7,
I
!nicks.
cf
4
when it defeatNutting, rf
blue and allowed six hits, but it was the ed the combined track teams
0 13 2
I)1
I/
from Lee Hall, rf
0 1 1 0
failure of his mates to solve the slants of \cademy, Orono. Old Town.
and Brewer ! Abbott, c
52
Foster that clinched the game for the vis- X11 to 4o. Tear of Old Town
was high - ' Lewis. 21,
4 1
itors.
point man with two firsts and a Sell Ind. . Bagley, p
4 1
11
14) :
2
44
MAINE
\\ hide Black and R.iberts of the
Frosh tied
Totals
30
ab r Ii I) a
12
Pm
27
11
for second place with two firsts each.
Kiszimak, If
3
0 1 1
BOWDOIN
liallgren, s
The Frosh will meet the Maine Classi1 2
Ii .11 2
r
Itossidy
Smith. lb
. If
0
3 0
cal Institute and Coburn Classical on
Itclinett
McCabe. 3h
.
2b
4 :1)
1) 0
2
121 1 3
2 0
Thursday. May 12.
RI ker. s
Hincks. cf
O 0
3 0 )
1 4
31 '0
7
3
The summary:
NI. kown„ib
Nutting. rf
4 0 2 0 0
4 0 1 0 3
One mile run: Black. MaMe, first \BLINN!. lb
0 0 0 0 0
4 0
"
.\laLtrf
,c
we,did ; M ay hew, 01(1 T.,5111. Levvia, c
.
1.11 9
1
3) 0
3
43 0
2
4 0 O 12
5
third; time. 4 minutes 34, SCCI)nds.
Lewis, 21.
Kent. rf
5
2 0 0 11 0
R.,mansky. p
440 yard dash: Cole. Maine, first ; Mc- , x Perkins
2
1
O 0
1 0
-nlev Maine second; Littlefield. Maine. koenipel. rf
11 0 O
0
third; time, 53 1-5 seconds.
[Hempel. cf
x I lagley
0 (1 °
1 °
0 (1
3 0
100 yard dash: Tear, Old Town. first: Walker. p
--(
0
) I
Higgins
Totals
Dowling
.
Maine, second ; Mullaney. Maine.
.p
35 2 7 24 14
(1 2
third; time. 10 4-5 seconds.
z Batted for Lewis in 9th.
x- -Batted for Romansky in 9th.
Totals
120 yard high hurdles: Tarbell. Maine.
2Ot 2 4 27 19
Score by innings:
first: Goddard, Maine. second; Hussey.
COLBY
Maine
Old Town. third; time, 21 seconds.
ah r h o a
1 I 0 0 0 2 0 7 1-12
McGee. zb
MO yard run: Black. Maine. first : Os. I:owdoin
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0-- 2
4 0 0 04
Sayer. 311
Errors-- Abb.itt. Bennett. I fowling.
Lee, second; \Vishart, Maine, third
3 0 I 1 0
kims driven in, Ihin.ks 3. Hallgren, LewR. Farnham, rf
4 1 I 1 0 time, 2 minutes 4 3-5 seconds.
1)avan. s
220 yard dash: Tear. Old Town. first : is. Hall. McCabe 2, Bagley, Kiszonak,
4 0 0 O 1
M ullaney. Maine. second: Iii g gins,
Pearson. cf
Bossidy. Two base hits-McCabe.
4 1 2 0 0
Abbott. Three base hits -kiszonak, I.ewMaine, third; time, 23 2-5 seconds.
Pealxxly, lb
2 0 0 ti 0
is.
\Valker, lb
Home
2211
yard low hurdles: Goddard.
run. Hincks. Sacrifice hits- 2 0 0 4 1
Maine. first ;
Ross, If
2 0 0 O 0
Old T./1.1111
nuf ; Ricker. Kiszonak, Bagley. Stolen bases
-Itossidy
Stevens
‘. Farnham, If
,
.
Maine,
1.howling. McCabe. Ifincks 3,
third; time. 28 1-5 secs.
2 1 I O 0
Ayotte. c
Javelin: Haley, Old Town, first; Hen- Hall. Double plays. -Hallgren to Smith;
0 0 0 40
Jekanowski, c
3 0 0 9 0 derson, Maine. second; Spinney. Old Ricker to Bennett to McLeod. Bases on
balls off Bagley 4, off Walker 4, off DowlFoster. p
third; distance, 168 feet.
3 0 1 23 T.
Hammer : Paradis. Old Town. first: ing I. hits off Walker, 14 in 7 2-3 innings. 4.ff I fi.wling 2 in 1 1-3 innings. Left
Totals
T.dman, Maine. seciund; N.mImle. 1.e
33 3 6 27 9
-e. on
bases, Maine 7. Bowdom 4. Losing
third; distance. 132 feet 7 inches.
By innings:
Pole vault : Urbanik, Maine, first ; pitcher, Walker. Wild pitch, Bagley.
Maine
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0---2
Um
.
pires, M.ho
cl.nugh and Gibson. Time
Colby
0 0 1 10 11 2 00 0-3 Oakes and Havey. Old Town, tie for sec2:2/.
Two base hits, Farnham. Pearson. A. ond: height. 11 feet 3 inches.
High jump: Sleeper. Maine, first: LaFarnham. Three base hit, Sawyer. Stolen
bases. Smith 2, McCabe. Nutting, Pea- kin, Maine, second; Haley. Old Town.
Nine members of the Track Club decidthird;
height. 5 feet 10 inches.
Ay. Errors. I /avail, Foster, Kisz.vnak.
ed at a meeting held Tuesday night at the
Shot
put
:
Roberts. Maine. first: NelHallgren, McCabe. Bases on balls by R0mansky 1. by Foster 1. Struck out by son. Old Town. second; Ilaley, Old l'hi Gamma Delta house that a meeting
of the dub will he held at the same
Romansky 5. Foster 13. Sacrifice hit. Town, third; distance. 45 feet 4. inches.
place
Discus: Roberts, Maine, first ; Jordan, 'di Wednesday night of
Sawyer. Wild pitches. Foster. Passed
next week with
Jekanowski. Umpire. Mc1)..nough. Maine, second: N.,ble, Lee. third: dis- all the Track Club
members and the fratance. 1108 feet 5 inches.
Time. 1.50.
Broad jump: Gaffney, Maine, first: ternity presidents present.
committee
...i.isting imf .Arthur Hoyt and Lewis
Ibsen'. "Doll House" will be presented Tear, Old Town. second; Flagg, Maine.
third; distaive. 19 feet II inches.
Hardison was appointed to make
nomibefore the Arts Club Saturday night by
nations for officers of the club for
the play production class. This play. the
next
Any freshmen desirous of work- year.
story of a woman who decided to break ing
out as Advertising Manager of
away from tradition and follow a career. the
Freshman Handbook please see Richard Butkh•y '34 has
returned to
is being coached by John Barry.
Ray Gailey, 211 Oak Hall.
:...ses after a successful eye operatio
n.

COLBY TAKES 3-2
GAME GIVING THEM
SERIES ADVANTAGE
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Maine ,Trounces Bowdoin, 12-2, For Second
Time This Year as Bagley Yields Four Hits
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Spurling Hurls Four Tennis Tournament
Hit Win Over Bates Is Well Under Way

1)e Maine Cimptui
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

The Maine Snoopus
I,ei's go native-it's being done as you nu doubt have
observed, by the best oi 'rm. Running around minus
this and minus that-naked legs of all shapes and

The °pat TO11115 Tournament for the .
Holding Bates to four hits. Leon Spurling pitched Maine to a 4-2 victory t'ver Curtis Cup has advanced to the fourth
the bobcat at Alumni Field Friday after- round. Of the 68 entrants, the following
noon as his mates garnered sixteen bits

Published 1Vednesdays during the college year bj i.e students oi the
University of Maine
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Arts & Sciences Building. What could
lie more appropriate than to name a building after the man who made what that
building houses an institution of permanence and value?'

The fall meeting of the New England
Secth.n of the S.iciety for the Prom...lion
higinei ring Education will be held at
the Uniser•ity ..f Maine on Saturday
October It

NOTICE
There will be another order of
senior canes sent this week. Anyone wishing to order one, get in
with Dean Paul Choke, Wingate Hall touch with Lovell Chase, Kappa
Dinner will be $1.50 per person.
Sigma House.
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HIGGINS TEAM DEFEATS
FRESHMAN NINE, 10-6

Althriugli superior to their opponents in
Coach Kenyon's charges were outhitting,
(The correspondence columns of The Campus
are open to the public on pertinent subjects, done by the Higgins baseball team, 10-6.
and letters are welcomed. All letters should
be signed with the author's real name, but • in a game played here on W'ednesday. The
pen name will be used in publication of the
tors featured in the second. when, with
letter if desired. The ideas stated in these
columns are not necessarily those of The Cam• bases full, Brown bit a home rtm. Higr4m and should not be so considered. The edi•
tor re-ruses the right to withhold any letter gins scored nine runs in this inning.
C,T a prrt of any letter
' Rob lliggins started on th: mound for
the Frosh with Walton behind the plate.
I,. tin. I WI. r it tile(
!In the second inning, Walker, McCann.
'ear Sir :
..".e are all in our places with suminin and finally., lloyd. who pitched the re111.1M4ler of the game in good form, were
oh yeah! -Were here because
i ti ed in the box.
*ere here- at the Armory. We are no•
MacItride and Walton featured for the
thing. as we pass by. what a lovely green yearlings with a two and three base hit.
limn there is this spring between the respectively.
The freshman baseball team will play
Alumni building and Lord Hall. We are
the I lebron nine here on Tuesday. May 17.
%cry much interested in all the attractive
stirs'fewes with their little rod rags. and
Several people about the campus have
also the posts with their ropes indicating c‘pressed a desire of having a male glee
what shall be the children's playgr
club at Maine. If all those are interested
I sir tenni• ball has gone over one of *ill let it beknown now, it will be very
these little fences. and -they- have even easy to get things started next fall. If
roped off the tennis courts, we must take eseryone interested will give his name
-tra,k- a while.
to one of the bdlowing people it will he
We also miti.e luwv careful our fond appreciated.
patr..ns are that we do not park in the
Charles Buck at 4414 HAUL; K. G.
*rong place. "They- have commissioned
Ines at the Phi Mu Delta House; V. L.
ii vu
t.. 1.atr.,1 any inviting parking lisigkin at the Carenhouse: N. K. Smith
area., while "up north- various thefts go at 107 Oak Hall ; Keswick Sparrow at 34
(in which include even spare tires. (One Pine St Nene Menton at 100 Mill St.
does not have to hunt very hard to find'
lid halls- on the American police. While
NIr.
tIn mem, accompanied by
they are hunting for petty troubles, real t'arlt,m
Wiswell. 1.awrence F. !leekones are Riling on right behind their yr. and Kenneth S. Cleaves, spent the
Of course, my dear readers. 1 weukend of May 6-8 on a joint field trip
basks.
d..n't wish you to breathe a word of these
Par I lads
ith 27 students from Colthefts at the University as it is not con- by College.
ler the direction of Dr. E.
sidered etiquette these days to expose
l'erkitts. The time was spent in studycrime. Autluirities are being very inactive ing the geology of the area.
concerning it and we must follow their
example by not allowing ourselves to beMiss Henrietta Tomson. a member of
come disturbed over mere trifles like the National Student Conn"' 0f VWC
.
. .
thefts.
C . still be Im campus front Saturday until Wednesday. She will he a speaker at
"Lizzie"
the M.C.A. retreat at Orrington Saturday
NOTICE

M AMP fa:
Students and I. III% •Il y
ulty members and their wives and friends
who are interested in hearing the address.
"The Engineering Outlook." %Omit President Karl T. Compton of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, is to give at the
dinner-meeting of the Maine Association
of Engineers at 6.30 P.M. at the Bangor
House. Bangor, on May 21, may do so by
immediately making dinner reservations
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Dolly Dunphy, Orissa Frost, Maui
Irene Johnson, Mel

The babe of journalism at the
sity of Maine, The Maine Revi.
'seared on the campus simultaneous
his older brother, The Privet, last
Both books deserve praise. Was
the support of the entire Univers
cause it tills a place formerly us
stately vacant, the Review is a we
anced, well arranged, and well s
organ of expression. Financial cc
unfortunately, made it impossible f
newcomer to include art work of an.
in its first issue but we hope to see
drawings or wood cuts done by stt
in future issues.
The Prism has blossomed forth
several new features. Colored pictui
campus scenes are a good innovatior
the staff of the annual brought their
up to date by abolishing the high-se
ish personal write-ups used in forms
sues of the book. While these writs
may have been a solace to sonic, they
the truth only when they could prain
indiiidual, and they rarely said anyt
original. The list of activities used
year tells the story more completely
a tlovsery paragraph written by a Inc
So the Campus congratulates the at
of both the new journals upon excel
their predecessors and hopes that con
issues will be even better than the pres
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Why are
other cigarettes
silent on this
vital question?

FREE
O you inhale? Seven out of ten
people know they do. The other
three inhale without realizing it. Every
smoker breathes in some part of the
smoke he or she draws out ofa cigarette.
Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has
dared to raise this vital question . . .
because certain impurities concealed in
even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies' famous purifying process. Luckies created that
process. Only Luckies have it!
Do you inhale? Remember—more
than 20,000physicians,after Luckies had
been furnished them for tests, basing
their opinions on theirsmoking experience,
stated that Luckies are less irritating
to the throat than other cigarettes.
Do you inhale? Ofcourse you do! So
be careful. Safeguard your delicate
membranes!

D

It's toasted
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CHI 03IEGA INITIATIoN
.\1(.1R RECEPTION HELD
BANQUET IN BANGOR
.IT - WHITE HOUSE" WED.
The annual initiation banquet of Xi
President and Mrs. Harold S. Board:, entertained the seniors at the annual Beta Chapter of Chi Omega was held at
..r reception Wednesday evening at the Bangor House Wednesday evening.
I: me. As the guests arrived they l May 4. The affair proved a brilliant oceted by President and Mrs. casion with decorations carried out in carii and Mr. James A. Gannett.
dinal and straw, the sorority colors.
'.reshinents were served by Mrs.
Virginia Smith I.amb '28 acted as toast.11. kukl. assisted by several Home mistress. The theme of the evening was
-kits students. A large number of built around the Chi Omega Symphony
class and several faculty mem- and the speakers included: Martha Smith
, 7- were present.
'33, Geraldine Shean '32, Doris Dunphy
'33, Helen Stearns '32, Madeline Bunker
PICNIC HELD AT
'34, Ruth Manning '35. Miss Inez Waters
THE LEDGES TUESDAY '31 spoke for the Alumni.
W.A.A. picnic was held at The
Representatives from Beta Chapter of
, Les Tuesday night with Jo Mutty in Colby College were present. The comof the food and Mari Moulton mittee consisting of Evelyn Randall and
\!crrita 1)tum as the committee for Eleanor Burnham spared no efforts to
!ailment. There were specialties make the party a successful one.
.1.h consisted of imitations of the pecu,krities of various campus celebrities.
The Chi 0 Sophomores gave a picnic
hi,tallation of officers was held follow- for the rest of the sorority at the Ledges
Monday evening. Hot dogs, chocolate
kg the entertainment.
doughnuts, and orange punch proved the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon has pledged the chief attraction. Those on the committee
ii wing freshmen: Francis Morong, were "Mary" Brackett, Merle Shubert,
.'.irtland; William Bessom, Marblehead, Eleanor Burnham and Ray Adams.
' lass.: Philip Lamb, Gardiner; John SiMillinocket; Joseph McEachern, Beta Theta Pi Fraternity recently electireenville.
ed the following officers for the new year.
President, Herbert Lewis; Vice-Presil'i Beta Phi has elected the following dents, Harold and Carl Hurd; Secretary,
.:.c.ers for next year: President, Mar- James McClure; Treasurer, Donald Cogiret Denton; Vice-President, Orissa gins.
: Recording Secretary, Helen Pea.. ; Treasurer, Inez Howe; CorresJerry Perkins '33 has returned to classorling Secretary, Doris Hutchinson. es after a successful operation for appenlike installation of officers will be held at dicitis.
'c hst meeting of the year.

Patronize Our Advertisers

•

Dr. Colvin Resigns Her
Professorship
Woutiouied from Page Oree9

received her college preparatoo work in
the Indiana Normal School. She received
her A.B. degree from the Utmerbtty 01
Indiana in 1893 and her Pli.D. degree
from the University of Pennsylvania in
1901. From 1893 to 1898 she had considerable experience teaching history in different high schools. She came to the University of Maine in 1902 as instructor in
history and in 191/3 was made an assistant
professor. In 1906 she became a full professor and has held that position until
now. From 1923 to 1927 she was dean of
women of the University. In the latter
year she was granted the degree of Doctor
of Laws by the University and last year
the new girls' dormitory was named in
honor of her services to the University.
Dr. Colvin is a member of the American Historical Association, Cie Medevial
Academy of America, the American Academy of Political and Social Science, the
Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.
the Maine Historical Society, and the
American Association of University
Women. She is also a member of Phi
Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi.
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, May 13
Phi Eta Formal—Chapter House
Sigma Chi Formal—Chapter House
Alpha Gamma Rho Formal—
Country Club
Beta Kappa—Dorothy Memorial Hall
Phi Gamma Delta—Chapter House
Phi Kappa--Chapter House
Saturday, May 14
Phi Eta Informal—Chapter House
Sigma Chi Informal—Chapter House
Phi Gamma Delta Informal—
Chapter House
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A. B. Clay

Mon., May 16
"STEADY COMPANY"
With Norman Foster, June Clyde and
Zasu Pitts. She started an in a RollsRoyce and ended up in a trick. This picture is refreshing in its originality.

FLANNELS
GET THEAM \ 1

Goldsmith's
Orono, Me.

10 Mill St

$3.95 to $7.50
Browns—Crays—Whites
Also Striped White Worsteds All Prices
Friendly Five Sport Shoes $5.00

Prints from your
Junior Pictures
are avai1able at
50cts per dozen

Tues., and Wed., May 17-18
"HOTEL CONTINENTAL"
With an all star cast including Peggy
Shannon, Alan Mowbray, Rockliffe Fellows and J. Farrell MacDonald. A fascinating picture that will hold your interest
from beginning to end. It's outstanding.
Don't pass up the ginx1 ones.
THE STRAND 11AS THE SHOWS

White Pine Lumber
Mouldings and interior Finish
Clapboards and Novelty Siding
Cedar and Genasci) Shingles

SENIORS
4
4
4

Strand Theatre

New Low Prices on

BUILDING SUPPLIES

4
4
4

3
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Bud French 32 has returned to classes
l'he final meeting
the 1M kens FelSkulls Tap 9 Juniors as Pledges in
Society After Annual Chapel
lou ship was held at Balentine Hall with having received eye treatments for several
k Confirmed from Page Out)
Mr, %Valenta as hostess Tuesday evening. weeks.
in the last hundred yards of the mile.run. May 10. Dean Stevens presided and gave ,
is ice-president of the Junior Class. For out the program for nest yisar. A paper
Roormation of Some of Dickens*
the ikast three years he has been building on the Characters"
was read by Mr. Waterhouse
up an enviable record in cross country
Old
Town.
Mrs. C. B. Porter, also of
of
ORONO
and track, was a Sophomore Owl, and is
member of the Forestry Club. Not Old Town, gave a critical estimate on
Cat oat mod hang up
w ith his placing in the mile-run Dkoribey and Soo., the book the dub has ,
Wed., May 11
in the state track meet here last year, he been studying this sear. .•%botit forty
"COCK OF THE AIR"
%sin into the two-mile and won that in- attended this meeting.
With Chester Morris, Man Moore. Billie
stead.
)owe and others. An air comedy
Melbourne Franklin Means, vice-presiFrederick
pledged
I
Phi Eta Kappa has
Thurs, May 12
dent of the Student Senate and treasurer King '35, Augusta, and Granville Wilcox,
of the Junior Class, is Maine's hope in the,'35, Mapleton.
"GIRL CRAZY"
dashes this year, and has shone in football
The stage success with Wheeler and
as well as track since his Freshman year.
Woolsey, Mitzie Green, Eddie Quillan
He is a member of the Intramural Athand Dorothy Lee. Laughs, Fast and
letic Association. was a Sophomore Owl,
Furious
Clocks
Watches
and has done his bit for the hand.
Fri., May 13
Gilbert Turner Robertshaw won for
"ARSENE LUPIN"
himself the title "Gil the Grinder" last fan
With John and Lionel Barrymore and
tf hen he continually bored holes in the
Karen Morley. The two famous brothers
lines of opposing football teams. He has
Expert Watch and Clock
in
a picture packed with thrills, laughs
.en a football star and a track man tor
Repairing
and romance. See it by all means
three years and last year won the heavySat., May 14
weight boxing championship. He was a
MO TOWN, MAINE
member of the Class Executive Commit"THE BEAST OF THE CITY"
tee last year, was also a Sophomore Owl,
Jewelry
%Vith Wallace Ford, Walter Hust811,
Diamonds
and is a member of the Intramural AthJean Harlow and Jean Hersholt. Another
letic Association.
Metro thrill-packed picture with a
splendid cast

SEMI-ANNUAL MEN'S WEEK
Begins at

Ben Sklar
FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

Jordan Lumber Co.

Saturday, May 14th

crid 'f(wl], 'I'd. 4512

Special Prices on Men's Clothing and Furnishings

Tux's for rent now. Reduced
to 2.50. Tux shirt 2.50, tux
colars .25 studs .75, tux bow
ties .50-1.00, formal dress
shoes 5.00.

University Press
Campus

4
4

Get fkat

Lewis S. Libby, D.D.S.
JORDAN

gdeeZ0

BLOCK

Ow Tows

What those sisters
can't do to a tune!

MAINE

Telephone 261

•
Just Arrived

"CREST"
Tennis Balls
"MADE IN ENGLAND"
25c

each

FRED C. PARK
33 Mill St.

Orono

FOR SALE
4-1930 Ford Tudor Sedans
$250 up
2-1929 Ford Roadsters

$150

1-1930 Ford Touring

$250

Many other makes all Prices

John W.Gould Co.,Inc.
Old Tovm, Me.

\
Wherever you buy
Chesterfields, you get
them just as fresh as
if you came by our
factory door

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
Tin Harvard University Dental
School offers an unsurpassed
course in this field of health
service, with emphasis on medical correlations. A "Clam A"
school. WrItr tar (atabu.
1wn S. II View.
0.0.0.. 0.0.. Oar.
Not . SI Liwaresd A.L. Nam.Ora

Eve/er MoNtley and Vanciar meminAff cil 10:30 E.D.T.
CO LU M B IA
0 1932. Lmosn as Myst/ TODACCO

comil-k-cog941 N ETWOR K

r,s7scom
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State Meet Maine-Bowdoin Toss Up
Cann pitched his first game for the Fr.
Sleeper. Red Mullaney, and Maurice God- FROSH LOSE TO COBURN
dard have been entered in the State Meet
AND KENT'S HILL ON TRIP and held his opponent to no hits and
by Coach Jenkins and they are all expectruns while he was in the box.
eel to help the cause for Maine. Charlie
Coburn was the host of the team
The freshman baseball team journeyed
By BOB BERG
Sleeper, who has scaled six feet in the
and swamped the yearlings 14 to
Friday,
on
too
5
May
Hill
Waterville
Kent,
and
high jump, will without a doubt win a
Will Mame be able to withstand the
possible first or second place in his spe- and ti where they were defeated by Co- 5. Hoyt. Higgins. Walton. and McCann
powerful Rowdoin track team once more cialty
pitched. Walton, who up to this time had
burn and Kents Hill.
and continue its string of victories in the
, The Froosh played Kents Hill on Thurs- played in the outfield, made a good sib,.
Track fans were rather disappointed at
Freman Webb looks like an easy win- State Meet for the fifth consecutive time?
day. Booth teams got frequent hits, and 'Mg on the mound.
The annual Maine State Championship
and
Havey
Phil
and
manvault
pole
the
just
team
Blue
Alumni-Varsity track meet in the two
in
ner
.
on
the
Pale
the
year
Last
Lewiston
Track Meet will be held at
Those who made the trip were: Hoyt.
the game ended with Kents Hill the victor
contest it out aged to annex a win only alter it had gar- mile run when Harry Richardson failed
Saturday afternoon at Gareelon Field. Bill Hathaway are due to
McCann, Higgins, Walton,
MacDonnell,
over
for
the
yearlings
a
time
second
with
of Bowdoin, is nered all three places in the last event to
with the University of Maine as the de- fir secoind poisitioin. Pope,
to) finish the distance event together with
Sadler, „MacBride, SanCrandall,
Honer,
score
a
:
of
lo.
to
11
was
Coach
to
Kenyon
expected
state
the
in
vaulter
other
and
the
Blue
coome out on top over Bowdoin by one his Old running mate, Bud Lindsey. It
fending champion. The Pale
second or
forced to use four pitchers Hoyt. Mac- born. Fales, Marshall. Cobb, White, Ilean
military point. This current season the
Bowdoin are the two leading contenders he counted on for a possible
, seemed that Harry was not in very good ' Ifonnell.
Hendersion, and McCann. Mc- .and Stone.
'outfit from Brunswick is considerably
for the title this year and I'll paper Bow- third.
.
over
In the high jump Webb will be assisted strengthened and on paper appears to have condition and was force(' to drop out of
dim seems to have a slight edge
the race after a mile and a quarter while
Coach Jenkins outfit on account of their In- Charlie Sleeper, freshman, and as both the edge lover Maine.
boys are good for six feet. they will wage
experience and records set up to date.
Bud ran on to) an easy victory.
Bowdon] for honMost of the papers in the state favor
In the 1110 yard dash, Mel Means and it out with Stanwood of
of Colby, is another Bowdon) to cop the championship, as does
A victroola party was held at Sigma Phi
Billy Knox. of Bates, will renew their ors.
the dope.
Coach Magee. the bruin track mentor. Sigma Fraternity Saturday, May 7. Mr.
rivalry with Means the favorite as a re- strong entry who) may upset
At any office of this bank you will find complete
McLaughlin. of Bowdi uin. seems to have However, we are stringing along with and Mrs. T. .A. Sparrow were chapero.o,
sult of his wins during the indoor season
facilities for handling your
to
them
for
l000k
and
exis
crew
Robert Vickery- was chairman.
the edge in the broiad jump although Bates Coiaolt Jenkins'
over his dusky rival. El Moulton
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
fight for hon- representative. Knox, may beat him out win after o One 14 the closest contest, ever
pected to give faith boys a
Safe Deposits, Investments,
the
way
the
Here's
Meet.
State
a
Means.
ill
held
Blue,
Pale
the
in the leap. For
ors.
•
Trusts
end according '
the
at
look
will
more
garto
attempt
will
Moulton
Hornig
and
Chase.
and
Means
find
The 22.n will
Ilowdoiin
4O,
Iur
predictions—Maine
McLaughplace.
a
ner
"..11I .11tiftly- bank 11,.r- all ...'Jaine
opposing Knox. of Bates. and
GET YOUR SPRING
The javelin is predicted to be a very Bates 34. Colby 10.
lin. of Bowdeiin, with the outcome for first
SPORTING EQUIPMENT
close matoh with Cal Fickett finding as
place a toss-up.
Three freshman track stars, Charlie
from
Colby.
of
Stinchfield.
to
rival.
favorite
leading
his
heavy
a
is
Bates.
Adams, of
BANGOR, MAINE
about
javelin
thrown
the
and
Hamilton
:V
expected
N.
have
boa-.
Both
is
garner the 440 yard dash and
Branches at
Bowdoin.
of
Nip!.
Williams the same distance and
W. E. Ingraham
.
to win easily. Colby will have
o .TIIIIITTIITTTTTTTTTTTITIL
Milo
Dover-Foxcroft
Belfast
man.
place
Wendell,
third
be
to
seems
while
performer
5
.
Phi Kappa Sigma
a, their leading
Old Town
Jonesport
Bucksport
Boowdoin, is a stellar shoot
Niblia-k,
of Maine. and Thistlewaite. 01
Machias Searsport
Orono
Dexter
Eastport
Agents for
for secoonol putter and will be aided by his teammate 5.•
Will wage a tight with him
squeeze
to
attempt
will
Alley
Al
Larsen.
Total Resources Over $20,000,000.00
and third places.
out a win over Larsen for sec-mid honors
The half mile will also find Adams of
with Cal Fickett also entered in the event
the Bobcats as the bigical winner, while
•
The hammer throw finds Galbraith, of
1 1 1 1 1"" •
Russ Shaw is due to make a bid for sec•
i tit.tanding with his mates
Bowdon',
Bowis
Sewall
Maine.
ond place for
Hay and 1.arsen fighting it out with Ikin
OLD TOWN
doin's leading candidate in the 880 and
NOTICE
Favor of the Pale Blue and Perkins, of
both Ilall and Lay). of Bates are also to
Thursday, May 12
places.
other
for
Colby,
running.
All Crew Members. Supervisors,
be counted on in the
Charles "Chic'. Sale
Cal Fickett is Maine's leading diTeam Captains and Student subHarry Booth will re-01/01 his feud with
in
BANGOR, MAINE
heelhis
at
Favor
close
lion
with
thrower
scription salespeople who wish tm.
Jellison of Bates in the one mile classic lbowdooin's reloresentative. Larsen. is also.
"THE EXPERT"
avail themselves of the opportunity
with the- former the faviorite. Bowdoin a stellar discus hurler and is due to) be
Short Subjects
for free scholarships made possible
will have Usher and Sewall providing CI milted ion foot- a poossible secoind.
Portrait Photographers to the 1.niversity of Maine
Friday, May 13
throough the courtesy of the Leading
the opposition.
Magazine Publishers again this
Victor McLaglen and Elissa Landi
Whitten of Bates, is the outstanding
•
year are requested ho apply to the
in
fir it. Ilratich is ill he reopened in the fall of 1932 exclusively
two miler in the state and oppoosing him 45
national organizer M ANTHONY
"DEVIL'S LOTTERY"
will be Ev Gunning, Lavender, of Bowtirrvi.r. JR.. Box 343. San Juan,
Short Subjects
in, Paine. of Colby, and his teammate
Poirto Rico stating qualifications
for the use of U. of M. students and faculty
Malhoy. The real contest in this event
Saturday. May 14
fully.
with
place
SCCOnd
fonis expected to) be
RI Dhile4,11
Edward
()mining the poissilole winner.
•
•
iii
DENTIST
placeIlowdoin is sure to cop first two
MAN"
HATCHET
"THE
in both the high and low hurdles wit).
Short Subjects
McLaughlin and Stanwood. !we) of tl..
30 South Main St.
leading timber toppers in New England
Nloonolay. .klay lo
colors. Flooring. of Maine
'I" chug
!luck bones
MAINE
Robinson. of Colby, and Allen. of Bow
Oin Tow s;
iii
if. en. are the other leading entries in thi•
R.‘NiliE FEUD"
ev cm.
Short Subjects
•
•

•

SPORTS SPIELS
Polar Bear Strength Lies in
Weights; Pale Blue Squad Is
Well Balanced in All Events

EVERY BANKING SERVICE

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY

-▪ Strand •• ••• •......,
.
.
....
.
-- 1
Zheatre
•••
••••••
.
ii .
...nwiiiiiiiiiiiii

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.

The Klyne Studio

Dr. F. B. Savage

Tuesday, May 17
‘Valter Iluston"
in
"I \kV .‘ND ORDERShort Subjects

•

F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Fced
Jobbing

Wednesday, May 18
Slim Summers ille and Zasu Pitts
iii

-.it

Tel. 77
•

•
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H E result of exhaustive wind-tunnel tests of
conventional trolley car models revealed that
at speeds of 70 and 80 miles per hour, 70 per
cent of the total power was consumed in overcoming air resistance. Streamlining saves approximately 20 per cent of the power.
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When the Philadelphia and Western Railway
Company decided to replace its cars with faster
and more efficient equipment, it chose "electric
bullets"— new streamlined cars — each powered
by 4 G-E 100-hp. motors. The cars, constructed
of aluminum alloy, with tapered noses and tails,
are much lighter in weight and capable of greater

It was agree
frooln each sch
,,rganization.
rine Caintios.

"Made-to-measarc" service
for business

operating efficiency.
In developing transportation apparatus,

college-trained General
Electric engineers have conducted extensive tests to improve operating conditions. On land, on sea, and in the air, to-day's equipment
is safer, swifter, more dependable, and more comfortable.

Whether the business is small or large —
the corner crocerv or the refrigerator factory
requirements for telephone service vary.
to meet special conditions, Bell System
men custom-tit the service to the subscriber.
They worked out a telephone conference
plan for a large manufacturer. Every Friday,
at specified times, each district manager calls
the home office, w here telephone facilities are

11147771-1".."1"1"7-Trar

so arranged that the chief sales executives are
on the line simultaneously. Problems are discussed, decisions given. In minutes, the executives cover the country. This plan lowered
selling costs, raised efficiency, helped the user
to increase profits 31% in a Year's time.
By making the telephone more useful,
Bell System men contribute to the success
of many industries.
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